
 

EUROLITE ML-300 ABL Spot
Midsize spotlight with halogen lamp and LED ambient illumination

Art. No.: 41600005
GTIN: 4026397655513

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397655513

Weight: 8,25 kg

Length: 0.45 m

Width: 0.48 m

Heigth: 0.43 m

Description:

Effect spotlight with halogen lamp and LED ambient lighting

Use this effect spotlight on stages, events or presentations to achieve decorative light and show
effects. 

The EUROLITE ML-300 ABL Spot is a medium-sized spotlight with halogen lamp and LED
ambient lighting.  Under the grille cover, LEDs in red, green and blue are hidden to completely
illuminate the large reflector. A 300 W GY 9.5 lamp, which is not included in the scope of
delivery, is used in the middle.

When dimmed, the halogen lamp produces a wonderfully golden atmospheric light, but when
fully extended it produces a bright, dazzling light. 

Adjust the strobe effect speed and the dimmer brightness comfortably via DMX - also different
dimmer curves are selectable. The strobe effect scores with 20 flashes per second. You can
select 35 colors directly.

The spotlight is controlled via DMX, with master/slave function, in stand-alone mode or with the
infrared remote control included in the scope of delivery. Addressing and settings can be made
easily using the integrated control unit with LCD and the three control buttons. 

With the Neutrik PowerCon mains connection and loop-through output, you can supply up to six
devices with power.
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Features:

- RGB LEDs are concealed under the mesh cover, in order to completely illuminate the large
reflector with color

- When dimmed, the halogen lamp produces a wonderful, golden atmosphere light; when fully
illuminated a bright, dazzling light

- Strobe effect with adjustable speed
- Various dimmer curves adjustable
- Mains input and output for power linking up to 8 units
- 18 powerful LEDs 0,2 W SMD 5050 3in1 TCL RGB
- Direct color selection for 35 preset colors
- The device is cooled by passive convection cooling
- Control via stand-alone; IR remote control; DMX
- Preprogrammed in Light´J; LED PC-Control 512; Light Captain
- With Mounting bracket
- LCD display
 Package contents
- 1 x spotlight, 1 x user manual, 1 x power cord, 1 x remote control, 1 x battery

Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 315 W

IP classification: IP20

Suitable lamp: 230 V/300 W  G-9.5

Nominal wattage: 300 W

Power connection: Mains input via PowerCON (blue), mounting
version power supply cord with safety plug
(provided)

Power output: PowerCON (gray)

Base: GY9.5

Lamp type: Halogen lamp

LED: 18 x 0,2 W SMD 5050 3in1 TCL RGB

Flash rate: 0 - 20 Hz

DMX channels: 1; 2; 4; 7

DMX input: 1 x 3-pin XLR (M) mounting version

 1 x 5-pin XLR (M) mounting version

DMX output: 1 x 3-pin XLR (F) mounting version

 1 x 5-pin XLR (F) mounting version

Cooling: Passive convection cooling

Control: Stand-alone; IR remote control; DMX

Preprogrammed in: Light´J; LED PC-Control 512; Light Captain

Housing color: Silver

Attachment system: Mounting bracket

Display type: LCD display

Dimensions: Width: 53 cm

 Depth: 27,5 cm

 Height: 45,5 cm

Weight: 7,15 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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